
COMMUNIQUE OF THE COALITION MEETING OF CIVIL SOCIETIES HELD WITH 
MEMBERS OF FEDERATION OF NIGERIA SLUM AND INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS 
ON THE RECENT FORCED EVICTION AT TARKWA BAY COMMUNITY, LAGOS, 
NIGERIA 
 
Based on a meeting of organizations committed to end forced eviction in slum 
communities and informal settlements across Lagos State and to ensure the 
provision of shelter for the urban poor on Tuesday, January 28th 2020 at Civic Hive, 
the coalition discussed the recent forced eviction of Tarkwa Bay residents on 
Tuesday 21st January, where close to 5,000 people were forcefully evicted and 
agreed on the following; 

1. That the forced eviction of Tarkwa Bay residents was sudden and it is wrong. 
The coalition agreed that regardless of whatever must have happened in the 
past, there is no justification for the forced eviction that was executed. There 
is no law in support of forceful eviction and if any group or agency of 
government believed that the residents were illegal occupants, adequate 
process and due diligence should have been deployed to make them leave 
instead of forcefully evicting them. 

2. That people have been residing within the community for over 40 years and 
they can claim ownership of the land. The community has polling units where 
people vote which means it is recognized and there is a Police Station within 
the community, a proof that the government is aware about the existence of 
such community. 

3. That at least 3 people have been confirmed dead in the incident, a couple 
died due to the shock while a middle-aged man was shot dead while 
attempting to retrieve his property when the eviction was ongoing. 

4. That the blanket labelling and justification that pipelines were being 
vandalized, hence the need to evict the residents, should be discarded. It is 
the task of the officers on duty to watch and protect the pipelines, if there’s 
any vandalization, then those in charge should be questioned instead of 
evicting the residents. The right approach would have been to engage 
members of the community to watch and protect the pipelines. 

5. That the victims are susceptible to more crises. Because there’s no alternative 
provision, the evictees would be wandering around and there will be need to 
use the toilet which might lead to open defecation and its effect on the society 
at large cannot be overemphasized. The children would be deprived from 
accessing education if they are not quickly relocated, businesses would be 
affected which in turn would affect the state’s economy no matter how little 



and families would be divided as everyone needs to search around for 
survival and alternative accommodation. 

The coalition thereafter asked that; 
1. We believe there is no justification for the eviction of Tarkwa Bay residents, 

the demolition should be stopped and people should be called back to their 
homes. The appropriate thing is resettlement and where necessary, evictees 
should be compensated for damages. 

2. That the Nigeria Port Authority (NPA) which is responsible for the demolition 
should consider ‘institute upgrade’ instead of evicting the current occupants. 

3. The coalition is willing to explore the option of ‘Discussing’ with the 
appropriate authority and stakeholders involved to resolve the crisis and will 
consider the option of litigation if every other option to resettle the evictees 
proved abortive. 

To prevent forced eviction in other communities across the state, the coalition 
would subsequently; 

1. Constructively engage with all relevant stakeholders in all the communities 
we operate. 

2. Advocate for the setting up of affordable housing scheme to enable the urban 
poor opportunity to shelter. 

The coalition reiterated that Forced Eviction is never a solution, it only creates more 
problem for ‘all’ to deal with. 
 
For: Coalition Group. 

• Rethinking Cities 
• Civic Hive 
• Federation of Informal Workers Organization of Nigeria (FIWON) 
• Lagos Urban Development Initiative. 

 
 
 


